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UNCONFIRMED
1. WELCOME, INTRODUCTION AND APOLOGIES
The Chairperson welcomed everyone to the meeting especially the new members, Cr David
Caygill, Cr Steve Lowndes and Cr Mark Alexander.
He invited members and staff to introduce themselves.
APOLOGIES
Mayor Lianne Dalziel for lateness
Cr David Bedford and Cr Mark Alexander for early departure
Alister James / Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED
2.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
No conflicts of interest were declared.

3.

MINUTES OF MEETING – 7 September 2016
Resolved:
That the Greater Public Transport Joint Committee confirms as a true and correct
record, and adopts the minutes of the meeting held on 7 September 2016
Alister James/David Bedford
CARRIED

4.

MATTERS ARISING
There were no matters arising from the minutes.

5.

CORRESPONDENCE
No correspondence had received.

6.

DEPUTATIONS AND PETITIONS
Orange Line Extension
Alister James advise that Nigel and Helen Smith had intended to make a deputation
expressing their concerns at the safety of bus movements from Hamill Road to Graycliffe
Street, Halswell, if Option B was chosen for the proposed extension to the Orange Line bus
route (item 9 on the agenda). A copy of their letter of 26 September 2016 was tabled. As
the officers’ report was recommending Option A, the Smiths did not present their deputation
in person as they supported the recommendation.
Ross McFarlane, representing the Halswell Residents’ Association, with a PowerPoint
presentation, explained the concerns of the Association about the effect of the roading design
on the proposed extension of the Orange Line. The design of the Caulfield Avenue/Hamill
Road intersection is currently too narrow to allow for bus turning movements.
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UNCONFIRMED
Noting that this route is temporary, until further subdivisions are developed, the Association
suggested that some roading alterations be made to enable buses to turn at the Caulfield
Avenue/Hamill Road intersection.
Mayor Dalziel arrived at 11.21am
Mr McFarlane explained that some people were unhappy when bus stops were placed
outside their property. He suggested that bus routes and the location of bus stops be included
in the early stages of planning a subdivision.
He confirmed that the Halswell Residents’ Association supported a modified version Option
A using Hamill Road instead of Murphys Road with the addition of modifications made to the
Caulfield Avenue/Hamill Road intersection.
Cr Bedford left the meeting at 11.30am
Staff advised the Committee that no scoping on the intersection work, as proposed, had been
done to determine if it was physically possible or affordable. It was confirmed that the route
change proposed by the Association was covered by the original 2014 consultation.
Alister James thanked Mr McFarlane for his presentation and item 9 was then considered.
9.

ORANGE LINE EXTENSION
Shannon Boorer presented the report and explained that the current temporary bus route
(Orange Line extension) had been operating for 2 years and with further subdivision
potentially five years away, residents are not happy with that continuing (Option B). Further
changes to Hamill Road would take longer and may not be possible or affordable.
Consultation on new bus stops would also have to occur.
It was noted that the majority of submissions supported Option A.
There was support in the future for bus routes and bus stops to be included in the early
planning of subdivisions. Public consultation on bus routes and bus stops should be
undertaken together, not separately. The benefits and issues with this were discussed.
Staff were requested to investigate the feasibility and cost of the suggested changes at the
Caulfield Avenue/Hamill Road intersection.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Approves Option A (Murphys Road, Caulfield Avenue, Richmond Avenue) as the
Orange Line extension route through Longhurst to the Knights Stream
Recreational Park.
David Caygill/Alister James
CARRIED
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UNCONFIRMED
7.

ACTION LIST
Rob Woods presented the Action List.
The Committee noted the Action List and supported that the report on bus stop maintenance,
bus stop standards, and infrastructure design guidelines will be presented to the March 2017
meeting.

8.

REGIONAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT PLAN REVIEW
Shannon Boorer presented this report.
The Joint Committee discussed the two streams of work required. The strategic ‘front end’
that will provide clear direction on the modal shift and the vision of the Public Transport Plan
to be considered by the full Joint Committee. The more detailed work required for reviewing
the technical policies of the Plan could be done through the proposed sub-committee, which
will report to the Joint Committee.
Cr Caygill commented that while the Plan includes reference to a strategy and a vision, it is
not a strategy as the document also contains covers operational matters including fares,
timetables and performance standards.
Mayor Dalziel supported the public being involved in the discussion of the strategic part of
the Plan.
The timing of the two work streams was discussed. There was concern that with the
legislative requirements for the Plan review, that there would not be enough time to fully
consider the vision and the strategic part of the Plan. It was suggested that the two work
streams could be done in parallel.
It was agreed to hold a workshop to consider the legislative requirements and scope of the
review in more detail and then decide on the establishment of the sub-committee.
Mayor Dalziel expressed concern that the current Metro monitoring does not analyse the
reasons for changes in patronage. Measurable results are needed so that the Joint
Committee can take action to address the issues.

Cr Alexander left the meeting at 12.28am
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee hold a workshop on
Tuesday 20 December from 2.30 to 5.30 pm.
Alister James/Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee approves the timeline
for the Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan (CRPTP) review.
Cr David Caygill/Mayor Lianne Dalziel
CARRIED
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UNCONFIRMED
10.

METRO MONITORING REPORT OCTOBER 2016
Shannon Boorer presented this report.
Noting that market research was being undertaken to understand patronage trends, it was
suggested that this information would be useful for consideration at the 20 December
workshop.
Resolved
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee receives the
October Metro Monitoring Report.
Cr David Caygill / Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED

11.

REPORT OF THE PUBLIC TRANSPORT ADVISORY GROUP
It was agreed that a formal representative from each member organisation be appointed to
the Advisory Group, with all members welcome to attend.
The Advisory Group Terms of Reference will be presented to the next meeting of the Joint
Committee in February 2017.
Resolved:
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. receives the Public Transport Advisory Group report for information; and
2. requests that the role of the Public Transport Advisory Group in the review of the
Regional Public Transport Plan, and identifying actions from the monitoring
report, be formalised in their Terms of Reference.
Mayor Lianne Dalziel/ Cr Pauline Cotter
CARRIED

12.

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS FOR 2017
Rob Woods presented the meeting schedule, as agreed at previous meeting, for confirmation
now that other meetings will have been set by the member councils.
Mayor Lianne Dalziel advised that she had a morning commitment on the third Wednesday
of each month. It was agreed to hold the Joint Committee meetings in the afternoon.
Resolved
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. approve the schedule of meetings 2017 on the third Wednesday of each month;
and
2. that workshop sessions will start at 2pm followed by the meeting at 3pm.
Alister James/Cr David Caygill
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UNCONFIRMED
CARRIED
13.

QUESTIONS / GENERAL BUSINESS
Alister James reported that he had discussed with David Meates, Chief Executive of the
Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB) the appointment of an additional non-voting
observer to the Joint Committee to represent the CDHB. He was pleased to advise that Dr
Anna Stevenson had agreed to join the Joint Committee.
Resolved
That pursuant to clause 4.3 of the Agreement in Relation to the Greater Christchurch
Public Transport Joint Committee, Dr Anna Stevenson be appointed as an additional
non-voting observer to the Joint Committee to represent the Canterbury District Health
Board.
Alister James/Cr Phil Clearwater
CARRIED

11.

CLOSURE

The meeting closed at 12.58pm.
12.

NEXT MEETINGS:
Workshop Tuesday 20 December 2016, 2.30PM
Workshop: Wednesday 15 February 2017 at 2pm
Meeting: Wednesday 15 February 2017 at 3pm

CONFIRMED

________________________
DATE

___________________
CHAIRPERSON
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Central City Shuttle – Options Report
Purpose
1. In August 2016, the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee formally
resolved that staff prepare options on a central city shuttle service. This resolution
followed a deputation from Red Bus CEO, Paul McNoe, concerning a proposal to reintroduce a shuttle service. The purpose of this report is to address the committee’s
resolution.

Value proposition
2. Improvements to central city public transport, particularly relating to better
connectivity, will increase economic vitality, enhance the environment and improve
accessibility.

Recommendation
3. That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee recommend that a
business case be developed for the West end gap incorporating the shuttle and
bikeshare as options.

Executive Summary
3. The issues that have given rise to this report prinicipally concern improving
connectivity and revitalisation within the CBD. A re-introduction of a central city
shuttle service is but one of a number of ways that may address these issues.
4. Several themes have emerged to the directions that the Committee may wish to take.
In broad terms these are as follows:
a. Conduct further analysis through a formal Business Case process to inform
the Long Term Plan priorities of both Ecan and CCC and consider the issues
of a bike share scheme concurrently as part of this process.
b. Reintroduce a central city shuttle service running within the CBD on route(s)
to be determined noting that this could be done as part of the metro service.
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c. Improve the coverage and/or frequency of the Metro service
d. Incorporate a shuttle service to perform the “ride” component of park and ride
facilities located on the fringe on the CBD at location(s) to be determined.
5. There are both advantages and disadvantages to all of the above. Timing has a
significant influence on which direction might be preferred as there is currently no
funding available or indicated in the relevant Long Term Plans.The city is still in a
dynamic state and the issues in terms of connectivity that are presenting today may
not be as evident in the future. That said, there is a current opportunity to improve
central city connectivity and this has some significant advantages in terms of
reclaiming lost market share from visitor spend. Even a 1% increase would provide
$2.6M increased spend offsetting the implementation costs of a shuttle service.
6. Connectivity and coverage of public transport services in the central city may need to
be reviewed in detail to accurately determine its adequacy prior to committing to
reintroducing a shuttle service on a permanent basis.
7. If a shuttle bus service was introduced electric buses would be ideal but likely to
come with some implications both in terms of being greater cost than diesel and also
a greater set of unknowns and risks particularly around technology.
8. The issue of introducing a city bike share scheme has arisen and there is a separate
report before the committee to consider this matter. There are clear synergies
between the two initiatives and it would be sensible to consider the two concurrently.
9. It is likely to be premature to advance reintroduction of the shuttle or changes to the
Metro network without understanding how these initiatives sit in the context of other
priorities. For this reason it is suggested that a business case is progressed for the
2018 Long Term Plans and that this matter is considered concurrently with the report
on the potential bike share scheme.

Background
The Central City Shuttle
10. The Central City shuttle commenced operation in 1998 and operated until 22
February 2011. The shuttle service was “free” to all passengers and utilised then
state of the art electric powered buses. It became a central city icon and was easily
recognisable in its distinctive yellow livery. The advanced technology of the vehicles
when introduced meant it quickly became a symbol of Christchurch’s commitment to
a green and sustainable public transport system. It was often used as a visual
symbol of the Council’s commitment to the environment and used as a marketing tool
when dealing with overseas delegations and business. It featured in a large amount
of promotional material both for the Council and visitor organisations and was
prominent in many back packing and tour guides as an easy way to travel around the
central city or access the greater Christchurch area by providing access to the Bus
Exchange.
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11. The shuttle was used by a wide range of passengers ranging from students to the
elderly and was patronised by visitors and residents alike. It was particularly popular
with students and the elderly living on the north side the Square as it allowed them to
access to the supermarkets in Moorhouse Ave which they would otherwise be unable
to access. It also catered to the mobility impaired community as it allowed them to
move around the city without having to unnecessarily negotiate busy pedestrian
areas.
12. The shuttle carried around 11 million passengers prior to the earthquakes and
approximately 1 million in the 2009 calendar year. It ran approximately 28800 trips
per annum on a 10-15 minute frequency.
13. The shuttle played multiple roles in the city which included providing the free
movement of visitors and residents around the central city, showcasing the Council’s
commitment to sustainable transport and providing an easily recognisable and well
known international image.
14. The shuttle ran a continuous loop as shown in Attachment 1. The route provided
easy walking access to most of the main inner city shopping areas as well as the
Science Alive/Hoyts Cinema complex, CPIT and the Casino.

Strategic Alignment
15. There are a number of strategies and plans that have some relevance to the broader
matters associated with central city connectivity and revitalisation however most do
not specifically consider the possibility of reintroducing the central city shuttle. The
most salient document for providing strategic context to this matter is “An Accessible
City”, the Transport Chapter of the “Christchurch Central Recovery Plan”
16. The Recovery Plan states.. “Inner-city public transport - Residential areas within the
avenues, and trips between the Bus Interchange and destinations within the central
city, will be covered by the Metro bus routes. Those routes provide good coverage of
the central city area. Further opportunities to connect key destinations will be
investigated to ensure the best possible coverage is offered in the medium to long
term as the rebuild progresses. Initiatives could include reintroducing the shuttle
services or enhancing the Metro system. Any inner city public transport service will
be integrated with the city-wide public transport system. Energy efficient and
environmentally friendly options will be considered.”
17. During the submission process on the above document the Christchurch City
Council’s response in respect of public transport and specifically shuttle and other
bus services within the An Accessible City Plan was: “The Council supports the
proposals for super stops which will improve public transport accessibility across the
central city to complement the proposed Bus Interchange. However, the proposed
bus network will likely result in a reduction in accessibility to bus services in some
parts of the central city, especially the western part of the Inner Zone and to facilities
such as the Art Gallery and the Convention Centre. The view of the Council is that
passenger accessibility modelling is required to assess the adequacy of the bus
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network to serve a wide range of existing and proposed land uses and activities
across the central city, including the network’s ability to meet the needs of less
mobile members of the community. If these investigations recommend a central city
shuttle service to address any identified gaps in central city public transport services
accessibility, it should be funded and managed as an integral part of the city – wide
Metro public transport system. The bus network should be ‘indicative’ to enable
flexibility to make changes to bus routes as the central city develops.”
18. It follows that essentially the City Council’s view is that accessibility modelling needs
to be carried out to assess the adequacy of the existing metro service. If gaps are
identified then consideration should be given to additional services.

The Issues and Opportunities
19. The previous shuttle service primarily performed the function of central city
revitalisation as well as connecting a dispersed central city by linking commercial,
retail, professional, civic, cultural, educational, residential and entertainment
activities. Today the issues are more complex with not only a dispersed central city
but also a fragmented central city.
20. Discussions with various interest groups and individuals reveal issues associated
with the coverage and level of service of the existing public transport network. There
are concerns regarding a perceived present day deficit of car parking supply,
particularly for the south west of the central city to service the Hospital and Mero
Sports facility. All of these issues have been linked with the notion of possibly being
addressed by the re-introduction of a central city shuttle service. It is noted that the
objectives behind the introduction of the original shuttle, which principally concern
connectivity and revitalisation, essentially remain valid today.
21. The proposition brought to the Committee by Red Bus was principally concerned with
providing the “last mile” connection between the Bus Interchange and final
destination using shuttle buses. This proposal would, by in large, target commuters in
the morning and afternoon peaks and tourists/visitors in the off peak periods. While it
is tempting to focus attention onto such matters as deciding the route location and
variability, frequency and type of bus, these details are only part of the picture. There
are other questions being posed and other issues to be considered before deciding if
a shuttle service, in whatever form, is the most appropriate response.
22. The current issues and opportunities are captured as follows;
a. The rebuilding central city is fragmented and dispersed making it unpleasant
and difficult for people to move between key points of interest.
b. The current coverage and frequency of the existing public transport service
within the central city does not make it a viable travel choice for some users.
c. A shuttle service could provide the “ride” component of possible “park and
ride” facilities on the periphery of the CBD
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23. These issues have been raised in discussions with a number of individuals and
interest groups. The full list of these is included in Attachment 9.
Issue A: The rebuilding central city is fragmented and dispersed making it
unpleasant and difficult for people to move between key points of interest.
24. While the central city is experiencing the transitional stages of the rebuild,
connectivity between pockets of redevelopment is an important consideration. This is
evident by the effort that has been exerted into way finding signage and other
transitional projects targeted at increasing the coherence of the central city. The
distances between these pockets of development are walkable in the sense that
generally there is less than 400m between key places of interest, however, in many
cases the journey is not a pleasant experience. Building sites, closed footpaths, road
works and inadequate lighting do little to encourage visitors to the city out of their
hotel for an evening meal or a casual stroll. According to Christchurch and
Canterbury Tourism the main issues for visitors are difficulty in finding restaurants
and bars, way finding in general, perceptions of safety at night and lack of retail
offerings. This has been reinforced by feedback from hoteliers and other tourism
operators in the central city. Christchurch and Canterbury Tourism point to publicly
available visitor spend data (MRTE stats from MBIE) that shows around 27%
increase in visitor spend nationally since 2010 compared to zero increase in
Christchurch over the same period. Thus there is potential growth that Christchurch
is missing out on; in particular $260M in retail and food and beverage purchases that
could reasonably be expected to occur within the central city. If Christchurch was to
reclaim its pre-earthquakes market share then it would be reasonable to assume
there is a potential $540M of visitor spend on offer. This opportunity is unlikely to be
fully realised until the city is essentially rebuilt and vibrant. Nonetheless if improved
connectivity successfully contributed to even a small percentage of reclaimed market
share then, given the quantum of the offering, it would reasonable to expect a good
return on any investment in this space in the short term at least.
25. The Christchurch Central Recovery Plan recognises the need to increase the number
of people living in the central city to sustain other activities. The resident population
of the central city decreased from 7,650 in 2006 to 4,900 in 2013. It is estimated that
by June 2015 the central city population had increased to 5,200 usual residents.
Since 2011 there has been around 400 new residential dwellings consented within
the central city and similar number of replacement dwellings. It follows that the
connections between inner city residential areas (planned, developing and existing),
and supporting activities is a fundamental consideration. One of the inherent
advantages of central city living is less reliance on private motor vehicles for day to
day living. Being able to walk, cycle or use public transport to access activities,
facilities and employment is critical.
26. Revitalisation of the central city is a thread that runs through this issue. Good
connectivity is inextricably linked to a vibrant central city. Whilst not specifically
evaluated as an option in this report, the Tram plays an important role in supporting
revitalisation. The Council has invested quite heaviliy in this facility. The tram route
could be extended and the frequencies increased to assist in addressing the issues
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however due to the high cost of infrastructure this is more likely to occur once the city
has been substantially rebuilt.
Discussion
27. The City Council’s formal response to the issue of re-introducing the shuttle
contained within the Recovery Plan does not appear to consider the immediate,
(albeit possibly short term) potential a shuttle service could offer in terms of improved
connectivity during the rebuilding phase. Whilst recognising potential gaps in the
Metro public transport service the response defers any action until further analysis of
land-use demands are completed. This matter is further explored in Issue B below.
Issue B: The coverage and frequency of the existing public transport service
within the central city does not make it a viable travel choice for some users.
28. Recent discussions with representatives of West End, CWEA (Canterbury Workers
Educational Association) and the Art Gallery reveal some immediate issues in terms
of the current coverage and level and service of the Metro system in the area west of
the river. The Art Gallery is some 850m walk from the bus exchange and there are a
number of other significant places of employment in this region located outside of a
comfortable walking distance from the exchange, particularly in inclement weather.
Further to this, the area is visited by vulnerable road users including the visually and
mobility impaired for whom walking longer distances is not safe or practicable. These
stakeholders would like to see a better level of service for the area, one that provides
greater accessibility, connectivity and reliability.
29. The current N0 17 (Bryndwr – Huntsbury) bus service runs along Hereford Street and
Rolleston Avenue to and from the bus interchange with a 30min frequency. There are
no other services within the area. There are at least four parking facilities, either on
stream or about to be, in the area (West End, Art Gallery,Rolleston and further afield
to the Botanic Gardens). Whilst these facilities will assist accessibility for some users,
a better public transport service would provide an opportunity to change travel
behaviour prior to such behaviours becoming entrenched. There is also likely to be a
suppressed demand for access to the area from those without access to private
motor vehicles. Therefore an improved level of service for public transport would be
advantageous in terms of attracting these people back into the area.
30. An Accessible City provides some strategic context for coverage issues as outlined
above. Whilst seeking good coverage within the city centre the document is quite
clear about providing “consolidated” routes mainly “going around the core, along
Manchester and Tuam/St Asaph Streets” with a preference for avoiding one-way
streets. Attachment 2 illustrates the key public transport routes as identified in An
Accessible City and the existing Metro routes. It can be seen that Manchester Street
provides the core North/South route with gaps to the east and west within the four
avenues. It is these gaps, particularly to the west, that are of concern to some parts
of the community accessing these areas.
Opportunity C: A shuttle service could provide the “ride” component of
possible “park and ride” facilities on the peripheral of the CBD
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31. Whilst park and ride facilities are an option for consideration, discussions with
Development Christchurch reveal they do not feature prominently in the longer term
aspirations of private developers, CDHB or Metro Sports. Rather the desire is to
explore opportunities for car parking provision in the immediate locale of the demand
generating sites which could include such initiatives as complimentary use of parking
spaces by time of day to reflect the non-corresponding periods of peak activity; for
example, the Metro Sports Facility is likely to hit peak demand in the weekends and
evenings when the demand for employee related parking in the wider area will be
lower allowing the same parking stock to be shared.
32. Overall it is considered that a central city shuttle service could be linked and
integrated into park and ride facilities. Whilst there is an immediate need to provide
park and ride to support the retail and hospital precincts this may well be limited to
the short term prior to other parking facilities coming on stream. Its future as a long
term sustainable response to addressing deficits in short stay and long stay supply in
the central city is unknown and will require further examination.

The Options
33. The responses to address the issues can be categorised into three themes as
follows
a. Reintroduce a central city shuttle service running within the CBD on route(s)
to be determined. This could be done as part of the Metro service.
b. Improve the coverage and/or frequency of the Metro service
c. Incorporate a shuttle service to perform the “ride” compoenent of park and
ride facilities on the fringe on the CBD at location(s) to be determined. This
could be integrated into either of the two option themes above.
34. There are a number of options that have been considered under each response
theme. For example there are many route choices and patterns a central city shuttle
service could run including the routes identified in the Red Bus proposition and in
terms of integration into park and ride facilities. These have been investigated
thoroughly but for simplicity are not included in this report. Similarly improvements to
the coverage/frequency of the Metro service could involve a number of possibilities.
In order to make some logical sense in terms of option comparison only the preferred
shuttle route, park and ride route option and possible options for changes to the
Metro service are promoted.
35. The options considered are as follows:


Option 1: Do nothing until a formal business case is completed which would
also consider the bike share scheme and would inform the LTP priorities. All
investigations into possible park and ride and Metro service adequacy may
need to be included in this process.
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Option 2D (Attachment 3): Reinstate the Shuttle Bus with diesel buses
running a short inner city loop and continue investigations into how to address
park and ride and continue assessment of the adequacy of the existing metro
service.



Option 2E (Attachment 3): Reinstate the Shuttle Bus with electric buses
running a short inner city loop and continue investigations into how to address
park and ride and continue assessment of the adequacy of the existing Metro
service. The route would follow exactly that stated for Option 2D but the
buses would be electric.



Option 3D (Attachment 4): Reinstate the Shuttle Bus service with diesel
buses running a short inner city loop and an integrated park and ride loop
absorbing the current CDHB service. This option incorporates Option 2D plus
a second loop absorbing the existing CDHB shuttle service and extending it
to the interchange.



Option 3E (Attachment 4): Reinstate the Shuttle Bus service with electric
buses running a short inner city loop and an integrated park and ride loop
absorbing the current CDHB service. The routes would follow exactly that
stated for Option 3D but the buses would be electric.



Option 4 (Attachment 5 and 6): Increased frequency and/or coverage by the
Metro network including extended Metro coverage within the four avenues
especially in the area between Hagley Park and Oxford Terrace



Option 5 (Attachment 5 and 6): Increased frequency and/or coverage by the
Metro network including extended Metro coverage within the four avenues
especially in the area between Hagley Park and Oxford Terrace and free
travel in the central city.

Note 1: It is intended that Options 2 through 3 are for a free service. Variants to these
options could include fare paying passengers however this has not been evaluated in
Attachment 8.
Note 2: Tag on/Tag off technology has not been included as part of this analysis however
it would be required for ease of customer use and providing a mechanism/platform for
free travel within the central city.
Note 3: Options 2 through 3 could be undertaken as part of the Metro service.

Attachment 8 provides details of the options including advantages and disadvantages.
Attachments 3 and 4 provides illustrations of possible routes for Options 2 and 3 and
Attachments 5 and 6 illustrate increased Metro service coverage and frequency for
Option 4.
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Financial and Legal Implications
36. The costs associated with implementing and running a shuttle service or an increase
in frequency and/or coverage of the existing Metro Network are not currently in any
budget. Attachment 7 provides an estimate of what these costs could be and further
explanation is provided below.
Shuttle Service
37. Cost estimates for a shuttle service would be affected by a number of variables
including route length, frequency, type of bus, contract term and the standard of
infrastructure. A short inner city loop (circa. 5km) operating 3 x 20 seat diesel buses
at a moderate/high frequency (circa. 10mins) would have an annual operating cost of
roughly $500K. Implementing a second loop to incorporate park and ride would
potentially double this cost to roughly $1M. The costs of operating the same services
using electric buses could be around $700K, again, a second loop would potentially
almost double this cost to around $1.3M. All of these service costs will vary
depending on the contract term being either 5 or 10 years.
38. The costs associated with infrastructure will be largely dependent on the number of
bus stops and the quality of the infrastructure at each stop. An electric fleet could
have the added cost of charging station(s) depending on the route length. The
previous shuttle service had a shelter at each stop that was not covered by a
veranda (four of these are still in place). A basic 6-8 stop loop with shelters could
cost $150k to $240K. Stop costs associated with a second loop, again would be
dependent of the number and quality of additional shelters, but could increase costs
to $360K-$400K (10 stops with standard shelters plus 2 stops with greater capacity
shelters). There is a possibility that Adshell or another private provider might be
interested in installing and maintaining shelters if they were sufficiently satisfied with
the exposure for advertising purposes. Adshell provided shelters for the previous
service. There is a good opportunity for private investment in this infra-structure both
in terms of economic return and as a signal that central city buisnesses have “bought
into” the shuttle service. Obviously the costs would be reduced depending on this
variable.
39. It is likely that such a reinstated service would need to be free (or have a very low
fare) to be considered convenient by locals, which would require a subsidy.
40. In terms of legal considerations, if a central city shuttle service was advanced, should
it be fully integrated into the Metro network, and therefore procured by ECan? The
pre-earthquake shuttle commissioned by the Council was a chartered bus service
and free at the point of use. Under the Local Government Act, the City Council is
precluded from operating a passenger transport service. This was overcome by
operating the shuttle as a free service
41. There is precedent for not tendering the shuttle contract. The low number of
tenderers that bid for the previous contract may be indicative of the limited interest by
operators in operating hybrid buses. A legal opinion may be required.
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Increased Coverage/Frequency of Metro Service
42. The precise costs are difficult to accurately quantify without specific details of the
increased coverage and/or frequency of service. However a brief desktop review of
possibilities has been undertaken and the following options might be viable:
a. Double the frequency of Route 17 to every 15 minutes (see attachment 6)
b. Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17 in and out of the CBD (see attachment
5)
c. Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17 in and out of the CBD and double its
frequency
43. There would be some additional infrastructure in the form of stops, seats and
possibly shelters on these routes however investment would probably amount to less
than $100K.
44. It should be noted that that moving a core bus route, such as the Blue Line, to travel
through the west end has been considered but unfavourable and not evaluated due
to being inconsistent with An Accessible City which seeks to consolidate core
services to Manchester Street and Tuam/St Asaph Streets.
45. The costs associated with these options are shown in Attachments 7 and 8 and
range from as little as $5k to over $1M.

Significance and Engagement
46. This is an options report. The degree of consultation and engagement going forward
will depend on which option, if any, the Committee wish to advance. Should the
Committee favour options that include re-introduction of a central city shuttle service
then this will require further reporting through the appropriate channels and further
consideration of such matters as funding, procurement, marketing and the like. At
this point consultation has been limited to discussions with a number of stakeholder
groups and interested parties purely to gain a broad understanding of the issues that
have informed this report. A list of these individuals/groups is included in
Attachment 10.

Discussion
47. Quantifying any actual and potential gaps in the existing delivery of the Metro
passenger services for the central city by way of passenger accessibility modelling
was the City Council’s response to the statement in the Transport chapter of the
Recovery Plan concerning re-introduction of a central city shuttle service. The
dynamic nature of the central city rebuild in terms of land use development means
that until development is complete demands for public transport services are going to
ebb and flow according to where development occurs and the nature of the
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development itself. This makes it very difficult to set services for other than current
needs which in turn means that the levels of service in some areas are likely to
continue to change as the city develops. It is evident that the current service does not
meet the needs of the tourism sector or the land uses west of the river. It follows that
either the Metro services could be modified repeatedly as the city grows or services
could be set based on a forecast derived from a modelling exercise. The latter would
most likely have limited application in addressing immediate or short term need.
Further to this, any changes to existing bus routes within the central city would need
to be carefully balanced against the objectives of An Accessible City and currently
this provides very limited scope due to its statements concerning consolidation
(particularly around Manchester Street) and avoidance of one-way streets.

Conclusion
48. The original central city shuttle was quite a successful service and appeared to meet
its objectives, which were considerable and wide ranging. Despite technology
concerns regarding the reliability of the electric buses it would be fair to assume the
shuttle would still be running today if not for the earthquakes. “An Accessible City,”
provides a new framework for considering how best to address the issues of inner
city public transport as the city rebuilds and the heavily constrained financial
environment demands a solid business case approach to understanding the value of
an initiative and provides the context for Council to set it’s priorities.
49. An Accessible City points towards the provision of an integrated transport service to
provide the best possible coverage including the investigation into re-introduction of
shuttle services. The City Council’s position in response to An Accessible City is that
further work is required prior to any commitment to a shuttle service. However there
are some challenges around this stance, in particularly the fact that the central city is
growing dynamically and modelling public transport demand would primarily be
based on a completed city. Further to this, based on current discussions park and
ride is not the current priority or direction being favoured by either the public or
private sector to address central city car parking supply. Meanwhile there are current
opportunities that are being missed, particularly concerning connectivity which would
drive increased visitor spend and improve accessibility for residents.
50. The costs of the options that would address the issues identified are generally within
the range of $0.5M to $1.5M including infrastructure. There are opportunities to
reduce this through private sector funding however at this stage no funding is directly
provided. This poses a significant problem in that whilst there are merits, at least in
the short term, in progressing either changes to the metro network or reintroducing a
shuttle service there is currently no direction or context on these issues in terms of
other priorities or other initiatives.
51. Given the issues raised in this report it is suggested that Option 1 should be adopted
which would entail the development and progression of a business case to inform the
2018 Long Term Plans and that this matter is considered concurrently with the bike
share report.
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Attachments


Attachment 1 – Original Shuttle Route



Attachment 2 – Key PT Routes (AAC) and Existing Metro Routes



Attachment 3 – Option 2D and Option 2E – Inner City Shuttle Loop



Attachment 4 – Option 3D and Option 3E – Combined Inner City Shuttle Loop +
Park and Ride Loop



Attachment 5 – Option 4 – Increased Frequency/Coverage of the Inner City Metro



Attachment 6 – Option 4 – Increased Frequency/Coverage of the Inner City Metro



Attachment 7 –Cost Estimate Summary



Attachment 8 – Options Evaluation



Attachment 9 – Individuals/Interest Groups Consulted
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Attachment 1 – Original Shuttle Route

• 4.2km
• 10min
frequency
• 21 stops
• 3 vehicles
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Attachment 2 – Key PT Routes (AAC) and Existing Metro Routes
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Attachment 3 – Option 2(D and E) – Inner City Loop
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Attachment 4 – Option 3(D and E) – Inner City Loop Plus Park and
Ride Loop
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Attachment 5 – Option 4 - Increased Coverage/Frequency of Metro
Services
Rerouting the 29 airport bus and potentially increasing the frequency
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Attachment 6 – Option 4 - Increased Coverage/Frequency of Metro
Services
Increasing the frequency of the 17 which already covers that side of town
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Attachment 7 – Cost Estimates

Contract Term (years)
Service Costs ($000/pa)
Rounded Range Average ($000/pa)
Infrastructure costs ($000)

Short Inner City Loop (Option2)
Diesel
Electric
5
10
5
10
492
468
560-670 520-620
490
470
620
570

Twin loop (Option 3)*
Increased Frequency/Coverage of Metro (Options 4 and 5)
Diesel
Electric
Double Freq. 17 Reroute 29 Reroute 29 + Double Freq.
5
10
5
10
10
10
10
984
936 1120-1340 1040-1240
1124
5
970
980
940
1230
1140
1120
5
970

150-240

360-400

* Service costs based on Option 2 multiplied by a factor of 2
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Attachment 8 – Option Evaluation
Option 1: Do nothing until a formal
business case is completed which would
also consider the bike share scheme and
would inform the LTP priorities. All
investigations into possible park and ride
and metro service adequacy may need to
be included in this process.

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Economic considerations/costs

Further investigations into park and ride
are required that may influence form
and function of a shuttle service.
Likewise improvements to the metro
service could negate the need for any
further action. A business case approach
would be consistent with other
transport related projects.





Loss of tourism, hospitality and retail
revenues at least in the short term.
Perpetuates the lack of connectivity
issues facing the central city retail,
hospitality, tourism and residential
sectors.
Perpetuates the lack of coverage and
level of service of the existing PT Metro
service for some parts of the central
city.
Could be seen as procrastination over
something that could be considered
simply re-instating what was already
there prior to the earthquakes.
No immediate mitigation of car parking
deficit




Nil Cost
Loss of tourism, hospitality and retail
revenues. Current deficit of share is about
$500M

May not be justifiable and following
completion of other investigations
Would be difficult to terminate the
service even though it may not prove
justifiable
Economic dis-benefit if proved to be
unjustifiable.



Diesel Buses circa. $470K to $490K pa plus
infrastructure costs
Infrastructure costs circa. $150k to $240K
for 6 stops including shelters

May not be justifiable and following
completion of other investigations
Would be difficult to terminate the
service even though it may not prove
justifiable
Economic dis-benefit if proved to be
unjustifiable.





Low risk in terms of expenditure on
something that may not prove to be
required.
Alows Council(s) to prioritise
spending in the context of other
projects









Option 2D(refer Map Appendix 3):
Reinstate the Shuttle Bus service with
Diesel buses running a short inner city loop
as soon as possible and continue
investigations into how to address park
and ride and continue assessment of the
adequacy of the existing metro service.

Re-introducing the shuttle service on a
revised route to reflect immediate
demands and points of interest using
Diesel buses










Option 2E(refer Map Appendix 3): Same
as Option 2D but using Electric buses

Re-introducing the shuttle service on a
revised route to reflect immediate
demands and points of interest using
Electric buses










Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity, revenue to
the central city retail, hospitality
and tourism sectors.
Increases the coverage and level of
service for PT for some parts of the
central city in particular the area
west of the river.
Will be seen as a positive sign of
recovery
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city.
Could easily be extended to include
a possible park and ride site at the
old women’s’ hospital site.



Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity, revenue to
the central city retail, hospitality
and tourism sectors.
Increases the coverage and level of
service for PT for some parts of the
central city in particular the area
west of the river.
Will be seen as a positive sign of
recovery
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city.
Would be a positive message of the
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Electric Buses circa. $520K to $670K pa plus
infrastructure costs
Infrastructure costs circa. $150k to $240K
for 6 stops including shelters
Possible charging station circa.$100K



Option 3D(refer Map Appendix 3:
Reinstate the Shuttle Bus service using
Diesel buses running a short inner city loop
and an integrated park and ride loop
absorbing the current CDHB service.

Re-introducing the shuttle service on a
revised route to reflect immediate
demands and points of interest plus a
second, integrated Park and Ride loop
servicing the Hospital and Metro Sports
areas using diesel buses.










Option 3E (refer Map Appendix 3): Same
as Option 3D but using Electric buses.

Re-introducing the shuttle service on a
revised route to reflect immediate
demands and points of interest plus a
second, integrated Park and Ride loop
servicing the Hospital and Metro Sports
areas using electric buses.












Option 4: Increased frequency and
coverage by the Metro Network including
extended Metro coverage within the four
avenues especially in area between Hagley
Park and Oxford Terrace.

No shuttle service, instead a revised
Metro network and service levels to
address current service gaps in particular
the area west of the river.







city’s commitment to green,
sustainable travel.
Could easily be extended to include
a possible park and ride site at the
old women’s’ hospital site.
Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity, revenue to
the central city retail, hospitality
and tourism sectors.
Will be seen as a positive sign of
recovery
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city
Enhanced connections between
parking facilities, the hospital and
the bus interchange
Mitigates immediate problems
associated with car parking deficit in
the central city and Hospital/Metro
Sport areas
Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity, revenue to
the central city retail, hospitality
and tourism sectors.
Will be seen as a positive sign of
recovery
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city
Would be a positive message of the
city’s commitment to green,
sustainable travel.
Enhanced connections between
parking facilities, the hospital and
the bus interchange
Mitigates immediate problems
associated with car parking deficit in
the central city and Hospital/Metro
Sport areas
Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity for some
parts of the city.
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city
Likely to be much lower cost than a
shuttle service depending on level
of service
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May not be justifiable following
completion of other investigations
Would be difficult to terminate the
service given the above
Economic dis-benefit if proved to be
unjustifiable.



May not be justifiable following
completion of other investigations
Would be difficult to terminate the
service given the above
Economic dis-benefit if proved to be
unjustifiable.



Coverage to some areas may not
achieve alignment with AAC in terms of
designated bus routes through the CBD.
Does not have the same “City building”
or showpiece example of recovery that
a shuttle service will have.
Potentially more complex in terms of
tourist and other visitors attempting to
navigate and connecting to central city
attractions which may have a negative
impact on patronage












Diesel Buses circa. $940K to $980K pa plus
infrastructure costs
Infrastructure costs circa. $360k to $400K
for 12 stops including shelters

Electric Buses circa. $1140K to $1230M pa
plus infrastructure costs
Infrastructure costs circa. $360k to $400K
for 12 stops including shelters
Possible charging station circa.$100K

Infrastructure costs circa. $100k
Double the frequency of Route 17 $1.124M/pa
Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17 $5K/pa
Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17
double its frequency - $970K/pa

Option 5: Increased frequency and
coverage by the Metro Network including
extended Metro coverage within the four
avenues especially in area between Hagley
Park and Oxford Terrace (Option 4) and
free travel in the central City.

No shuttle service, instead a revised
Metro network and service levels to
address current service gaps in particular
the area west of the river. All travel
within the central city being free.



Easily implemented in terms of
operational structure within Ecan



Immediate benefits in terms of
improved connectivity for some
parts of the city.
Free service would be seen as a very
positive alternative to the shuttle
and would encourage stronger
patronage than if a fare was
charged.
Could contribute to mode change
before travel behaviours become
entrenched; particular at a time
when people are coming back into
the central city
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Coverage to some areas may not
achieve alignment with AAC in terms of
designated bus routes through the CBD.
Does not have the same “City building”
or showpiece example of recovery that
a shuttle service will have.
Potentially more complex in terms of
tourist and other visitors attempting to
navigate and connecting to central city
attractions which may have a negative
impact on patronage






Infrastructure costs circa. $100k
Double the frequency of Route 17 $1.124M/pa
Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17 $5K/pa
Reroute Route 29 to follow Route 17
double its frequency - $970K/pa

Attachment 9 – List of Interest Groups/Individuals Consulted

Brendan Chase (Director - Chase Commercial)
Richard Peebles (Director – Peebles Group)
Lisa Goodman (Manager - Central City Business Association)
James Stewart (Director Development – Development Christchurch Limited)
Vic Allen (CEO – Christchurch and Canterbury Tourism)
Dave Evans (WEA)
Jenny Harper (Director – Art Gallery, WEST END Rep.)
George Schwass (Operations Manager – CDHB)
Rik Tindall
Janet Begg
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BIKESHARE – Overview and Discussion
Purpose
1. To provide background information to the Committee different bikeshare systems to
inform a discussion about bikeshare as an integrated part of the Metro Network.

Value proposition
2. Bikeshare systems can support a number of civic and transport objectives. Understanding
what objectives need to be achieved will ultimately influence the type of business models
that are considered. Some of those stated objectives may include:
Wider transport affordability and accessibility to the city’s residents
Tourism and economic development
Health and wellbeing of the residents
Reduce traffic and congestion levels within the central city
e. Address first-mile/last-mile integration for public transport
f. Improved uptake of cycling for general transportation
g. Added value to the Metrocard
a.
b.
c.
d.

3. From a consumer/end user standpoint there are a number of benefits an integrated Metro
bikeshare scheme could provide:
a. Enabling better access to and from bus stops and stations
b. Travel time savings through greater choice
c. Monetary benefits and savings
d. Personal health benefits

Recommendations
4. That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
a. Receives this paper.
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b. Recommend the Christchurch City Council and Regional Council work to
advance a business case to determine the role and feasibility of bikeshare as
a part of the Metro network.
c. Investigate partnerships with NZTA and or Auckland whom are having similar
discussions. There is an opportunity to leverage economies of scale through
a joint procurement process.
5. In less than a decade bikeshare schemes have expanded significantly in cities throughout
North America, Europe and Asia and are now widely considered as an integral part of a
city’s overall transport system. The principle of bikeshare is simple. Individuals rent
bicycles on an as-needed basis without the costs and responsibilities of bike ownership.
Bike sharing is short-term, point-to-point bicycle access, which provides its users with a
cost effective and environmentally friendly form of transportation.

Figure 1 Comparing bikeshare utility amongst other modes.

Bikeshare technology
6. The recent growth in bikeshare has resulted in iterative developments and technological
innovations. Where most systems that have proliferated over the past several years.
Beginning in about 2010, systems utilized smart docks to store and release the bikes.
More recently the technology is stored within the bikes themselves allowing for more cost
effective deployment and flexible operations.

Business models
7. The desired objectives of a bikeshare system will dictate the range of financial and
operational models that are best suited to meet stated objectives. Many of the earliest
large-scale systems relied on outdoor advertising (similar to the bus shelter advertising
contracts). However these models are becoming less commonplace as cities, regions and
public transportation authorities have begun to procure systems that maximize
transportation benefits and outcomes (as shown in Figure 2 - Trend showing rise in public
transport based bikeshare models).
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Figure 2 - Trend showing rise in public transport based bikeshare models

8. Revenue to fund the system’s operations are primarily met from user fees, sponsorship,
advertising, as well as public funding. In most cases user revenue comes from annual
subscribers who can make unlimited trips up to 30 minutes. This revenue does not fully
cover the cost of operations or initial set up costs therefore a public entity usually
underwrites a proportion of the operating costs. Capital and set up costs are generally
paid for by a public authority. In small to medium sized cities, schemes are often publicly
funded (or owned) and operations are conducted by a contracted provider. In summary,
there are four components required to implement a scheme:
a. The planning and design of the system/scheme which could be undertaken
by specialists, consultants or by city staff.
b. The ownership and governance of the scheme - informed by detailed
design, planning and feasibility analysis.
c. The operator and maintainer of the system and equipment, selected after a
competitive tendering process.
d. The original equipment manufacturer i.e. the bike and technology
manufacturer, which could be procured separately or as part of the tendering
for an operator.

Planning and design
9. For an integrated metro bikeshare scheme, station placement is critical as it dictates the
function and in turn, how it interacts with the public transport system. Table 1 provides a
notional overview of system configurations. Simply placing stations along bus stops isn’t
necessarily the best way to maximize the usefulness of the system or complement public
transport.

Public Transport Corridors - Bikeshare
nodes clustered around stops along rapid
or frequent lines

Downtown – a CBD system for short
point-to-point trips generally in the busiest
parts of the city
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Coverage – a sparsely configured system
of bikes covering as much of the city as
possible

Zones (semi-floating schemes) – GPS
located bikes that can be left anywhere
within a defined area
Table 1 – Notional examples of bikeshare placement in relation to a central business district

10. Satellite configurations also exist whereby bikes are stationed further out to service
nearby towns. However they are often less successful due to the ‘network effects’ of
having all the bikes clustered within a 30min ride of each other.

Governance and ownership models
11. Bikeshare programmes are operated and funded through a range of different financial
and business models. These can include city councils, transport agencies, health boards,
advocacy groups, public transport operators and parking authorities. Generally bikeshare
operating and ownership structures fall into one of several categories:
a. Publically owned, privately operated – This is dependent on an authority
such as ECan or CCC providing staff resources and funding to manage
contracts and report on operations. Based on models overseas, the feasibility
of this model could be further investigated for Christchurch.
b. Publically owned and operated – This model would require more staff
resources from either ECan or CCC to pursue. The authorities would also be
responsible for managing relationships with branding partners and customers.
This type of model is risky and not preferred.
c. Privately owned and operated – Generally these schemes are sustained by
user fees and advertising revenue. The configurations are seen in much
larger cities and not preferred for a city the size of Christchurch.
d. Administrative not for profit – This model provides benefits in that as a
separate entity, there is flexibility in fundraising as the core mission is to
provide and expand bikes hare services. In order to understand how the
relationship between Metro services and bikeshare would function, further
investigation of this model would be required.

Part B - Discussion on bikeshare for Christchurch
12. For the past eighteen months, a pilot project has been operating in Christchurch which
was crowdfunded and sponsored by Spark. There are 36 bikes across 6 stations and it
has been well received locally, with over 75% of the trips being made by Christchurch
residents. The bikes have been leased from Nextbike in Germany for two years via a
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public crowdfunding campaign, and the operating cost has been covered by Spark for the
duration of the pilot. The pilot is a low-cost, low-tech approach which requires users to
create a Nextbike account and access a code to a combination lock via a mobile app.
13. For a small-scale pilot, the usage has been surprisingly high, with a monthly per bike
usage between 15-30 it is rivalling that of much larger systems in Australia and Europe. It
was never intended that the pilot would become a permanent feature of the CBD, even
with these promising ridership, the pilot is unable to grow or sustain current operations.
The pilot runs out in 6 months.
14. The central city is likely to support the highest concentration of bikes within a system
because there are number of facilities and amenities in the central city within close
proximity (e.g 800m to 1200m). While these are perfectly walkable distances they would
take about 15min to walk while only 5min to bike. At these distances bikeshare would be
highly competitive with other modes, including a potential shuttle service if it were to
return to the central city.
15. Christchurch exhibits a number of characteristics that are well suited to a city-scale
bikeshare scheme, and it would likely be able to support a system of 250-350 bikes.
Conversely, there are a number of factors in the regulatory and post-quake environments
that are less than favourable, but not insurmountable though careful planning and
execution.
16. At a citywide level, the topography and climate in Christchurch is ideally suited for cycling
and in turn bikeshare uptake. More localized factors such as the major cycleways and
new cycle infrastructure in the central city also positively contribute to the likelihood of
bikeshare success.
17. The negative attributes are primarily the population, demographic and employment
densities of the inner suburbs and central city. Bikeshare schemes thrive in dense, mixed
use areas with low car ownership rates and high public transport patronage. Christchurch
has both the highest car ownership rate and lowest PT mode share in the country.
However looking at data on a neighbourhood level can help provide an indication of how
to design a system to maximize ridership. Figure 4 – Comparison of bikeshare usage
internaionallyshows the concentration of zero-vehicle households and in turn
neighbourhoods well suited to bikeshare.
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Figure 3 – Zero vehicle households in Christchurch

18. Mandatory helmet laws present another uncertainty on successful operations. In
jurisdictions where mandatory helmet laws exist, bikeshare operators have struggled with
the logistical problem of providing helmets. However despite the small scale nature of the
Spark Bikes Pilot, ridership numbers appear to have overcome these perceived barriers,
with monthly ridership per bike sitting in a range that is consistent with satisfactory
schemes overseas.

Figure 4 – Comparison of bikeshare usage internaionally
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2.1 Public transport integration
19. Best practice bikeshare programs are increasingly planning their systems to operate as a
new addition to their public transport system (See figure 3). Users typically use bikeshare
as a solution to the last leg of the journey to get to and from a public transport node.
20. Even for systems that have not had any specific public transport integration as part of
their initial design, bikeshare use is very often highest around public transport nodes and
users report that they frequently use bikeshare in conjunction with public transport.
Research suggests that allowing holders of a public transport smartcard to gain automatic
access to bikeshare is one of the most powerful mechanisms of reducing barriers to
signing up.
21. Information technology is also allowing the travelling public to make more informed
decisions about choosing the mode that is fit for purpose. Bikeshare works for short trips
that are too far to walk, but not cost effective enough to take the bus. Integrating
bikeshare as part of a public transport system is also the first step in developing a multimodal view of urban transportation. Cities that have recognised this are strategy include:
 LA
 Cologne
 Munich
 London
2.2 Impacts on Public Transport
22. It is unlikely that bikeshare alone will contribute to a significant increase in bus patronage
within the first year of operation. Research has shown that bikeshare tends to replace
trips that would have otherwise been taken by public transportation or walking (see Figure
7). When viewed with the wider transport context, this can help make car-free travel be
more competitive with the comfort and convenience of driving.
23. When considered as part of an integrated public transport system, some bikeshare trip
functions will overlap with existing parts of the bus network. For instance, short inner-city
trip functions (e.g. City to Sydenham) that are performed by bus routes may be replaced
by bikeshare trips. This can improve the speed and reliability for passengers traveling
further distances.
24. Where bikeshare really stands out is in its ability to provide one-way trips. For instance
someone may commute into the city via bikeshare on a sunny morning and bus home if
they face a strong headwind in the afternoon. Where bikeshare also provides bus
passengers with the most value is in significantly reducing travel times over walking trips
to get to final destinations.
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Figure 6 Bikeshare access radius and Figure 7 substituted transport modes.

2.3 Delivery models
25. More recently cities and public transport operators have come to view the provision of a
scheme as a public asset that needs to be operated and promoted accordingly. A delivery
model that more closely reflects transport outcomes is likely to be one that is publicly
owned and privately operated. Closely aligning a scheme with public transport can also
add value by demonstrating it as an extension of the network.
26. Joint funding arrangements from Local Councils, Regional Councils and NZTA are
possible but would need to be explored further and confirmed with stakeholders after a
detailed planning and feasibility study.
27. Essentially procurement would require two parts that could be conducted separately or
jointly as capital costs and operational costs:
a. Operating costs - A tender for the design, establishment, operation and
maintenance of an integrated bikeshare scheme. The two largest variables in
estimating the operating costs are sponsorship and user fees. Depending on
the ability of an operator to attract sponsorship and meet revenue targets the
operating costs can vary significantly.
b. Capital Costs - A tender for the necessary hardware and software required
to meet the needs of an integrated scheme for Christchurch. This could
include options for additional orders if a staged expansion plan was
recommended through the planning phase. Depending on the scale of the
scheme recommended through planning and feasibility the capital costs could
range from $1m-$3m.

Key Success Factors
28. A bikeshare scheme for Christchurch will require strong political and financial
commitment with a clear vision and objective. Where systems have failed internationally,
unrealistic targets and expectations, and a lack of support from the public and
championship from elected officials have been common factors. Where systems succeed
they almost always have:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Carefully planned programmes from tendering to execution
Multiple and robust sources of funding
Well defined objectives with clear links to strategy
A visible leader and champion
A capable and supportive operator

29. Any decision by the joint committee to proceed with an integrated system for
Christchurch would need clear objectives and detailed assessment as well as market
engagement to determine accurate budget forecasts.
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METRO MONITORING REPORT
Purpose
1. This paper provides members with an update on greater Christchurch patronage to
the end of 2016 as summarised in the attached monitoring dashboard.

Value proposition
2. The monthly monitoring dashboard provides an overview of key performance
indicators for the greater Christchurch Metro network to enable effective monitoring
of the services provided.

Recommendations
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
3. Receives this report for information.

Key monitoring results
4. Patronage in greater Christchurch decreased by 3.5% in the last quarter and is down
by 2.5% so far for the financial year (July – December 2016).
5. Patronage increased on the Purple and Orange Lines in December 2016 compared
to December 2015, but declined on the Orbiter, Yellow and Blue Lines.
6. When comparing pre and post-quake patronage results on the Frequent Lines, most
remain higher than before the earthquakes. For example, total patronage on the
Orbiter in 2016 was 10% higher than in 2010. This indicates that the current year-onyear decline we are seeing is compared to some large post-quake patronage
increases due to the dramatic changes in land use after the earthquakes. As the
focus returns to the central city, travel patterns are also changing and Orbiter
patronage is returning back towards pre-quake figures. Patronage across the
network remains 20% lower than before the quake which indicates that the declines
have not occurred on the main corridors used by the Frequent Lines.
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7. Reliability across the network was very similar to the same time in 2015. Roadworks
are still prominent around the city, particularly in the CBD and along Riccarton Road
which impacts many of our key routes. Reliability improved on all of the Frequent
Lines in December 2016 compared to November 2016, which is largely expected as
school traffic reduces during the holidays.
8. The cost and patronage of each type of route remains quite consistent over time, with
Frequent Lines costing 45% of the budget and attracting 59% of total patronage. In
contrast, the Local routes cost 28% of the budget but only result in 17% of total
patronage which reflects their coverage focus. The Regional Public Transport Plan
offers an opportunity for the Committee to discuss the benefits of frequency vs.
coverage in Greater Christchurch and set some clear goals which will drive
investment.

Attachments


Greater Christchurch Public Transport Monitoring Dashboard December 2016

File reference
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Greater Christchurch Public Transport Monitoring Dashboard December 2016
2020 Target: Increase patronage in Greater Christchurch and Timaru to 20 million passenger trips per year and achieve 50% cost recovery
Metro Performance
MONTH

QUARTER
Oct-Dec
Oct-Dec 16 vs
2016
Oct-Dec 15

YEAR
Year to
16/17 vs
date
15/16

GREATER
CHRISTCHURCH

Dec 2016

Patronage

993,619

3,239,208

↓3.5

6,661,235

↓2.53

Commerciality

38.56

40.24

↑0.57

40.53

↑0.38

Average passenger
trips per weekday

36,695

39,535

↓14.5%

42,475

↓9.5%

FINANCIALS
Dec 2016

Average fare
exc GST

Dec 2015

Subsidy per
passenger

Dec 2015

$1.69

$1.61

$2.86

$2.86

Unique
Metrocards

Metrocard

Cash

SuperGold
card

42,500

51%

32%

16%

Greater Christchurch

PAYMENT TYPE
Dec 2016
Greater Christchurch

Customer Interaction
Types of customer feedback in Dec 2016

Social Media Interactions Dec 2016

Feedback Type

Count

% of total

Channel

Views

Interactions

New Likes

Un-Likes

Facebook

56,924

228

40

45

Complaints

158

68%

Twitter

6,767

86

16

n/a

Compliments

32

14%

General Feedback

43

18%

Website Dec 2016
Total web page views

Accessed by
mobile

Accessed by
tablet

Accessed by
computer

986,793

696,814

44,220

245,759

Mystery Shopper performance results for all bus services Dec 2016

Current month

85.6%

Current quarter

85.8%

Previous quarter

82.3%

Types of customer complaints in Dec 2016
Complaint Type

Count

Driver Actions Complaint

114

Timeliness Complaint

25

Driver Rudeness Complaint

14

Vehicle Quality Complaint

4

Overloading Complaint

PATRONAGE BY COUNCIL

Dec 2016

0

Christchurch City Council (CCC)

957,456

Metrocard Complaint

1

Selwyn District Council (SDC)

19,479

Traffic Issues

0

Grand Total

158

Waimakariri District Council (WDC)

16,732
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Route Performance
Route definitions:
Frequent = high patronage
Connector = patronage and coverage
Local = coverage and accessibility
Other = serve specific target markets
e.g. schools

FREQUENT LINES

↑1%

↓1%

↑6%

↓6.7%

↓2%

32

38

26

37

31

595,172

214,274

172,188

23,501

% of total patronage

44.49%

23.34%

27.87%

4.30%

Dec 2016 vs Dec 2015

↓1.08%

↑1.90%

↓0.79%

↑7.24%

Yellow

Blue

Dec 2016 patronage

Purple

Orbiter

Schools

Orbiter

Orange

Local

Orange

Average passengers per
weekday trip

Yellow

Connector

Blue

Dec 2016 vs Dec 2015

Purple

Frequent

PATRONAGE BY TYPE

Network Performance

Route Reliability - Percentage of bus routes with at least one late timepoint departure December 2016
Frequent Routes
Connector Routes
Local Routes

Reliability - Percentage of late
timepoint departures in Greater
Christchurch

30%

Change from previous month
-1.9 -4.8 -8.8 -5.9 -7.2
-5













25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

December

November

October

2015

September

August

July

Yellow

Purple

Orbiter

Orange
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Blue

 = Percent of bus trips with a late timepoint departure
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May
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Public Transport Advisory Group Terms of Reference
Purpose
1. This paper asks Committee members to approve the revised Terms of Reference for
the Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG) and provides the Committee with draft
Terms of Reference for the Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport and
the Disability Reference Group for information.

Value proposition
1. PTAG is formally established under the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint
Committee’s Terms of Reference. They represent a range of stakeholder and
community views and provide the Committee with support and feedback on relevant
public transport issues to help deliver a customer-focused approach.

Recommendations
That the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee:
1. Approves the Terms of Reference for the Public Transport Advisory Group
2. Receives the draft Terms of Reference for the Youth Reference Group for
Sustainable Transport and Disability Reference Group for information.

Proposal
Background
2. PTAG was originally formed in 1997 to assist the regional and city council develop
the first Christchurch Public Transport Strategy. The group acted as a sounding
board for strategy content and helped set targets to improve the public transport
network, representing a broad range of views from a wide variety of stakeholders and
the community.
3. Since that time, PTAG has continued to meet approximately quarterly to assist with
updates of the strategy and provide feedback on relevant public transport issues.
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4. When the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee was formed in mid2016, the role of PTAG was formalised through the committee’s Terms of Reference
“to provide community input in support of functions of the Committee”.
5. In addition, the Committee were keen to ensure good representation of youth and
disability groups on PTAG. As a result, two additional sub-groups have been formed
(the Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport and the Disability Reference
Group) which sit under PTAG and nominate members to represent their views at
PTAG meetings.

Amended PTAG Terms of Reference
6. At the Joint Committee meeting on 6 July 2016, the Committee discussed some
amendments to PTAG’s Terms of Reference to reflect their connection to the
Committee and include some additional members, including improved youth and
disability representation.
7. PTAG met on 5 October 2016 and discussed their Terms of Reference in more detail
following the Committee’s discussion. The final draft version can be found in
Attachment 1 for the Committee’s approval.

Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport
8. The Team Leader Youth Engagement at Environment Canterbury has worked with
Youth Voice Canterbury to establish a new reference group for sustainable transport
representing a wide range of youth views. Their draft Terms of Reference are
attached for the Committee’s information.
9. This group sits under PTAG and will nominate members to attend each PTAG
meeting to represent their views and raise any relevant issues.

Disability Reference Group for Public Transport
10. The Disability Reference Group was originally formed over a year ago between
Environment Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, CCS Disability Action and bus
company staff to discuss operational issues related to public transport. The group
has steadily grown to incorporate other organisations who support people with an
impairment.
11. Since the establishment of the Joint Committee, this group has drafted a new Terms
of Reference to formalise their role. This is now being circulated to other
organisations to invite them to register their interest in joining the group to ensure it
represents a wide range of views from the disabled community. The draft Terms of
Reference are attached for the Committee’s information.
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Significance and engagement
12. PTAG members provided input to their amended Terms of Reference at their
meeting on 5 October 2016. The amended version attached to this report was then
sent to them in December 2016 advising them it would be presented to the Joint
Committee in February 2017.
13. The Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport and Disability Reference
Group held several meetings in 2016 to draft and provide feedback on their Terms of
Reference to ensure they reflected their needs and expectations.

Attachments




Attachment 1 – PTAG Terms of Reference
Attachment 2 – Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport draft Terms of
Reference
Attachment 3 – Disability Reference Group draft Terms of Reference

File reference
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Item 10.0 Attachment 1

Greater Christchurch Public Transport Advisory Group
Terms of Reference November 2016
Background
The Greater Christchurch Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG) was formed in 1997. The
original purpose of the group was to assist the regional and city council to develop the
Christchurch Public Transport Strategy. The group acted as a sounding board for strategy
content, representing a broad range of views from a wide variety of sectors, user groups and
non-user groups.
The first Christchurch Public Transport Strategy was adopted by Environment Canterbury and
the Christchurch City Council in 1998 and led to significant public transport improvements,
including the introduction of the Orbiter, the Metrocard and the Bus Exchange. The Strategy
was subsequently updated in 2003 and 2006, again involving PTAG in the process. The
Strategy was expanded in 2010 to encompass the Greater Christchurch Urban Development
Strategy area, with Selwyn District Council and Waimakariri District Council contributing to the
process and adopting the final strategy, which became known as the Metro Strategy. The
membership of PTAG was expanded at that time to include council and community
representatives from the wider greater Christchurch area.
The Canterbury earthquakes of 2010 and 2011 had a significant impact on the greater
Christchurch public transport network. Patronage declined sharply and immediate changes
were needed to respond to infrastructure damage, different travel demands and serious
financial losses. As a result, many of the Metro Strategy improvements and targets were
unachievable. PTAG continued to meet infrequently during this time to contribute to significant
recovery projects such as service reviews, bus priority schemes and the development of the
new Bus Interchange.

Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee
In July 2016, the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee (the Joint Committee)
held its inaugural meeting. This new Joint Committee was established by Canterbury Regional
Council, Christchurch City Council, Selwyn District Council and Waimakariri District Council
for two purposes, as set out in their terms of reference:
a. Foster a collaborative approach between the Parties to achieve integrated decisionmaking; and
b. Provide clear and decisive leadership with respect to the provision of public transport
services and infrastructure in Greater Christchurch.
The terms of reference also formalise the role of PTAG in section 8b describing the functions
of the committee:
vi. Establish and lead the Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG), to provide
community input in support of functions of the Committee.
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The Joint Committee discussed the membership of PTAG at their first meeting and
recommended some changes which are included in this revised terms of reference.

Purpose of PTAG
1.

Represent the views of the wider community to advocate for customer-focused
improvements to public transport in greater Christchurch

2.

Support the Joint Committee in the discharge of its purpose, role and functions.

Functions of PTAG
1.

Represent community views to assist the Joint Committee with the review,
development and monitoring of the Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan (RPTP)

2.

Represent customer and community interests to support the development,
implementation and monitoring of the Joint Committee’s work plan

3.

Advocate for improvements that will enhance public transport in greater Christchurch
and increase patronage

It is important to note that PTAG will provide community views in addition to, not instead of,
wider public consultation on relevant public transport issues.

Sub-groups of the Public Transport Advisory Group
Sub-groups of PTAG may be established where there are a number of groups or individuals
representing a range of views from a particular sector of society (e.g. youth, refugees and
migrants, or the disabled community). The sub-groups can meet separately as required to
discuss relevant issues and nominate members to represent their views on PTAG.
At the Joint Committee’s first meeting on 6 July 2016, they formally established the first subgroup of PTAG. The Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport was created to
represent the views of a number of existing youth councils and youth engagement groups
across greater Christchurch. Up to four representatives from this group will be nominated to
attend each PTAG meeting.

Membership
Membership shall represent a broad cross section of the people and organisations with an
interest in public transport in greater Christchurch. This shall be balanced with the need to
maintain a manageable sized membership of 20-30 people. This enables meetings to deal
with sometimes lengthy and complex matters in an efficient and timely way whilst also allowing
for the full range of views of the membership to be expressed.
The breadth of views to be represented on PTAG is provided below, as a minimum. This is
subject to amendment by the Joint Committee by way of changes to these terms of reference
as required in order to maintain appropriate representation within the group:
 Metro customers from Christchurch, Waimakariri and Selwyn districts
 Greater Christchurch public transport operators
 New Zealand Taxi Federation
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New Zealand Automobile Association
Spokes Canterbury
Living Streets Aotearoa
Age Concern
Canterbury District Health Board
Disability sector
Refugee/migrant sector
Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport
Sustainability advocacy group
Tourism industry
University of Canterbury, Lincoln University, Ara Institute
Ngai Tahu
Business and development community
At least one member from the Joint Committee from each council

Meetings
PTAG meetings will be held at least quarterly and more frequently as required. Appropriate
times and days for these meetings will be agreed by members of the group and will align with
the Joint Committee meeting schedule. Each meeting will last for up to two hours, depending
upon the matters to be discussed.
Meetings will be administered and led by Environment Canterbury staff. Staff from all UDS
councils will attend as required to offer technical support or advice to the group. Minutes will
be circulated promptly to all PTAG members, who will be responsible for sharing those with
the organisations they represent.

Communication with the Joint Committee
PTAG minutes will be tabled at the following meeting of the Joint Committee. In addition,
PTAG can make formal recommendations to the Joint Committee to formally submit their
collective views or advice on a relevant issue or policy, or advocate for a decision or response
from the Joint Committee. In particular, PTAG will provide formal feedback on key policy
documents such as the Regional Public Transport Plan and advocate for improvements to
address network issues and increase patronage.
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Item 10.0 Attachment 2

Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport
TERMS OF REFERENCE
August 2016
1. Purpose:
1.1.Facilitate meaningful two way dialogue and action between the young people (ages 1224) of Greater Christchurch and decision makers in relation to developing and improving
sustainable transport.
1.2.Ensure that what is on offer to young people and the wider community balances
economic and environmental sustainability.
1.3.Uphold the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCROC) by providing a
mechanism for young people to participate in decisions and plans that impact on them.
Particularly for those under the voting age of 18 and the driver licence age of 16.

2. Background
2.1.A number of youth councils and youth engagement groups exist within greater
Christchurch. These groups are connected into a variety of structures from local
government to other not for profit agencies, but they are mostly connected through the
Youth Voice Canterbury network.
2.2.Youth Voice Canterbury exists to support the two way conversation between young
people and decision makers. YVC acknowledges that youth councils are mandated to
connect with their TLA but other groups exist to cater to specific areas of youth diversity
or organisations that require a youth voice. YVC connects these groups because those
involved know the value of collaboration to ensure a diverse youth voice, a bigger pool
of young people to draw on and also to provide a one stop shop for decision makers to
get genuine and targeted youth voice. This is also an opportunity to develop the
understanding of decision makers in regards to a youth perspective.
2.3.In April 2016 YVC expressed their support for gathering interested young people from
their networks to have an initial meeting regarding sustainable transport. The meeting
covered the areas of interest to young people, some of the barriers and whether a
dedicated group was needed. It was acknowledged that existing participation in public
transport activities and decision making required more support and that a group would
help improve knowledge of key issues and provide a conduit for young people and
decision makers. Because this group was already formed it made sense to utilise the YVC
network and the reference group to develop more informed recommendations to the
Joint Committee.
2.4.By working with a wider group of young people a more genuine and effective set of
recommendations have been developed through a workshop.
2.5.Recommendations were made to the Joint Committee for Public Transport that the
YRGST becomes a recognised subcommittee of PTAG and have their own terms of
reference. This was accepted at the first Joint Committee meeting.

3. Membership
3.1.Membership is not exclusive to young people who are involved in existing groups. While
this is encouraged, individuals who demonstrate interest in this area are welcome.
Members will be supported to build their knowledge and expertise.
3.2.Membership is targeted at those aged 12-24.
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3.3.Membership groups include but are not limited to: Christchurch Youth Council, Selwyn
Youth Council, Waimakariri Youth Council, Hurunui Youth Council, Generation Zero,
Canterbury youth parliamentarians, independent young people that have been involved
in previous ECan activities. Groups that have been consulted with but have not been able
to attend meetings are: Eastside youth voice, CDHB Youth Advisory Council, Canterbury
Refugee Council, PYLAT (Pacific Youth Leaders and Transformation).
3.4.Groups may send more than one representative from the group.
3.5.Where there are gaps in membership all reasonable attempts will be made to ensure
broad representation of all areas of the youth sector

4. Functions:
4.1.Build constructive relationships with key organisations, committees and decision makers.
For example Environment Canterbury, CCC, TDC, WDC, The Joint Committee and UDSIC.
4.2.Hold 3 - 4 seats on PTAG and ensure appropriate members of the YRGST attend these
meetings to represent youth views and report back.
4.3.Provide information and updates to the Joint committee when required.
4.4.Provide a young person's perspective in the sustainable transport space.
4.5.Assist relevant committees and staff with the development of future strategic and
behaviour change activities.
4.6.Identify areas in which members require knowledge and training and support this to
happen.
4.7.Collaborate on key projects with relevant stakeholders.
4.8.Collaborate with other youth groups and individuals to engage a wider sphere of young
people when and where required.
4.9.Be actively involved across the spectrum in governance, strategy, planning and
implementation.

5. Approach
5.1.Be constructive and solution focussed in our approach and manner.
5.2.Always be working to ensure a diverse range of young people are represented and
supported to participate.

6. Meetings
6.1.Meetings occur as needed with an agreement to meet once every two months.
6.2.Meetings will occur at a time that is youth friendly and in an accessible environment.
6.3.Meetings will be co facilitated with ECan staff support and a group member.
6.4.More regular meetings may be required in regards to project work and specific
consultations.
6.5.Meetings will be organised online and notification will be sent no less than a week prior.

7. Partnerships and support:
7.1.Be available to CCC, SDC, WDC, and Ecan for collaborative work. Also look at how the
group can work with other groups like businesses, lobby groups and NZTA.
Primary
staff support will be provided by Ecan from the Youth Engagement Team
7.2.
facilitated in partnership with members of the group.
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7.3.In collaboration - funding when required. General meetings will be supported via the
Youth Engagement function of Ecan. Acknowledging that this group intends to be able to
support the work of those leading in the sustainable transport space, it will work with
groups and organisations to find funding as required.
7.4.Volunteers - acknowledging that participants are volunteers and as such should be
provided with professional development, reimbursement when acceptable and given a
good reference when required.

8. Variations:
8.1.These TOR can be changed at the consensus of group members to ensure this is a true
representation of the terms and activities of the group. This will be done in consultation
with relevant parties and notification of any changes will be raised with PTAG and the
joint Committee.
Variations
will occur due to the rapidly changing landscape for young people and the
8.2.
transient nature of young people.

9. Interpretation:
9.1.Sustainable Transport: modes of transport that include bus, cycle, walking, car pooling,
electric vehicles and any other forms of transportation that reduces harmful impacts on
humans and the environment.
9.2.PTAG – Public Transport Advisory Group
9.3.UDSIC – Urban Development Strategy Implementation Committee
9.4.Youth groups/parties – includes youth councils, youth committees, advisory groups,
reference groups and individuals.
9.5.Joint Committee - Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee
9.6.TLA – Territorial Local Authorities, District and City Councils.
9.7.Decision makers - those in governance, leadership, paid positions who make decisions
and implement those decisions regarding transport in Greater Christchurch. For example
elected members, strategy, and planning and operations staff.
9.8.YVC – Youth Voice Canterbury

For enquiries about this reference group please contact Hannah Dunlop, youth Engagement Team
Leader, Environment Canterbury hannah.dunlop@ecan.govt.nz

Last updated: 7 February 2017
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Item 10.0 Attachment 3
Updated 6/12/16

Greater Christchurch Public Transport Disability Reference Group
Draft Terms of Reference October 2016
Background
In July 2016, the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee (the Joint Committee)
held its inaugural meeting. This new Joint Committee was established by Environment
Canterbury, Christchurch City Council, Selwyn District Council and Waimakariri District
Council for two purposes, as set out in their terms of reference:
a. Foster a collaborative approach between the Parties to achieve integrated decisionmaking; and
b. Provide clear and decisive leadership with respect to the provision of public transport
services and infrastructure in Greater Christchurch.
The terms of reference also formalise the role of the Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG),
a group of community representatives and stakeholders who provide community input to
support the Joint Committee.
The membership of PTAG was updated following the establishment of the Joint Committee.
This included creating a new Youth Reference Group for Sustainable Transport. This group
includes a wide range of youth representatives from across Greater Christchurch who meet
prior to PTAG and send a few representatives to each PTAG meeting to represent their
collective views.
At the PTAG meeting on 5 October 2016, it was also suggested that a similar approach could
be considered to represent the diverse views of people who have an impairment. A smaller
group of disability representatives already met regularly with Environment Canterbury,
Christchurch City Council and bus company staff to discuss operational issues, so it was
suggested that the membership and scope of that group could be expanded to support the
Joint Committee. Subsequent discussions with members of that group led to the creation of
this Disability Reference Group (DRG) which is now a member of PTAG.

Purpose of the Disability Reference Group
1.

To discuss accessibility issues with Environment Canterbury, Christchurch City
Council and bus operator representatives and help to identify potential solutions

2.

To provide guidance and advice to the Public Transport Advisory Group (PTAG) on
relevant policies and issues through nominated representation. A maximum of three
members nominated by the group will attend the PTAG meeting. The role of PTAG
nominees includes:
a.

Represent the views of the DRG to promote customer-focused public transport
improvements and policies which enhance accessibility

b.

Raise accessibility issues for the Public Transport Advisory Group to consider
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c.

Request that unresolved accessibility issues be escalated to the Joint Committee
for consideration if required

d.

Provide a brief summary of relevant points from the previous PTAG meeting
minutes at the start of each DRG meeting.

Membership
Membership will represent a broad cross section of the people and service providers in the
disability sector in Greater Christchurch. Members will be nominated by their respective
organisations and expected to represent their organisations’ views on issues and concerns to
be addressed by DRG or escalated to PTAG as necessary. This shall be balanced with the
need to maintain a manageable sized membership of approximately 10-15 people (including
Council, Environment Canterbury and Bus Operator representatives). This enables meetings
to deal with matters in an efficient and timely way whilst also allowing for the full range of views
of the membership to be expressed.

Meetings and Communication
The DRG will meet at least quarterly and more frequently as required (draft text copied from
PTAG but frequency is up to this group to decide). Appropriate times and days for these
meetings will be agreed by members of the group and scheduled in advance. If an organisation
cannot attend in person but they wish to raise an issue, this can be done via the chairperson
and noted in the agenda and minutes.
Meetings will be coordinated and administered by Environment Canterbury staff and chaired
by a nominated person from within the group. Minutes will be sent to all members to circulate
amongst their organization or other interested parties. Minutes will also be presented to the
next meeting of the PTAG by a DRG representative.
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